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Abstract 
The article presents an examination of the cost of construction, in terms of working hours and manpower, of 
three contemporary 2nd mТllennТum prТЯate Сouses Пrom areas T  ˻anН T˼ at σТppur, МalМulateН usТnР enerРetТМ 
alРorТtСms Пrom tСe Enω˻˼ НТРТtal publТМatТonέ

1. introduCtion

The aim of this article is to provide a synchronic view 
oП one speМТiМ tвpe oП НomestТМ arМСТteМture ПounН 
in Nippur, the square type house found in excava-
tТon areas T  ˻anН T˼έ1 By examining precise calcu-
lations of perimeter, area and volume of the diverse 
spaces (as walls, roofed space and courtyards) in a 
building, a more accurate understanding of the struc-
ture Мan be obtaТneНμ speМТiМallв, Тnternal analвsТs 
relating to function and space, comparative analysis 
relatТnР to relatТЯe ‘Мostsצ betаeen buТlНТnРs, as аell 
as an analysis of the choices made when planning a 
structure. In terms of internal analysis, for example, 
questions relating to the proportion between roofed 
and open space within a structure can be answered, 
or examinations of room size for spaces dedicated 
to speМТiМ ПunМtТons (suМС as kТtМСens or storaРe)έ2 
The use of volumetric calculations of the built space, 
together with algorithms which make it possible to 
quantТПв ‘Мostצ (Тn terms oП enerРв), alloаs sМСolars 
to compare structures on a much deeper level than 
mere size.3 Such an approach also lends itself to stu-
dies examining choices made by ancient architects 
and builders – for example, what is the added cost in 
terms oП rooinР beams ТП one area аas НТЯТНeН Тnto 
a roofed space and a courtyard as opposed to a single 
large courtyard (as is the case with House I rooms 
152a and 152b, see below)?

τn tСe teМСnТМal leЯel, tСТs analвsТs uses ω˻D soП-
tаare to measure anН analвгe tСe loor plans oП tСe 
struМtures as аell as Мreate γD moНels oП tСe аalls Тn 
order to calculate the volume of the built environment. 

1 It is truly a singular honor for a son to contribute, as colleague, to 
a Festschrift for his parents. I offer this study with the very great-
est esteem, gratitude and affection.
2 For an example of room size as related to storage see Buccellati 
2019.
3 For an example of this from Uruk see Hageneuer, Levenson 
2018, for an examination of the relationship between size and 
monumentality see Buccellati et al. 2019.

On the basis of that data, the Energetic Calculator for 
˻nМТent ˼uТlНТnРs ס Enω˻˼ Тs useН to eбamТne tСe 
material and energetic cost of the structures.4

Two principles serve as the foundation for the re-
searМС beТnР proposeН Сereμ tСe use oП ‘olН Нataצ anН 
reproducibility. It is unfortunately often the case that 
projects in digital humanities require new data to be 
collected, making older studies obsolete (consider la-
ser scanning, photogrammetry, scanning of cuneiform 
tablets, Нatabase or ύISάbaseН ielН НoМumentatТon 
techniques). The methodology followed here gives a 
series of measurements and calculations which allow 
not only for a comparison within this paper but also 
proposes a means of analyzing architecture which can 
be duplicated in a wide range of other contexts. By 
publishing not only the results of the study but also 
the way in which the calculations were derived and 
makТnР tСe iles useН aЯaТlable as НoаnloaНable Нata 
iles onlТne, tСe results Сere Мan be МСeМkeН, reproНu-
ced and emulated.

2. Houses at nippur

For the purpose of this study examples of dome-
stТМ arМСТteМture СaЯe been МСosen Пrom areas T  ˻anН 
TB in Nippur. In her seminal publication on the hou-
ses found in these two areas, Stone divides them into 
tаo tвpesμ lТnear anН squareέ5 This study focuses on 
tСree oП tСe square tвpe Сouses, ώouses ω, D anН Iέ In 
eбamТnТnР room tвpes anН tСe small inНs, sСe posТts 
that rooms which are larger than 7.25 m2 (excluding 
entrances) are to be considered living rooms;6 with 
this division, she is able to hypothesize that the line-
ar houses, with one living room, were inhabited by 
nuclear families, while the square type houses, with 
two or more living rooms, were inhabited by exten-
ded families. Continuing this analysis based on the 

4 Buccellati 2018.
5 Stone 1981, 27.
6 Stone 1981, 27-29.
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Nippur houses, she shows that a nuclear family has, 
on average, one living room, two subsidiary rooms 
and one courtyard, with an average of 23 m2 of roofed 
area per nuclear family.7

The distinction between roofed area and enclo-
sed open spaces is important, also for the analysis 
oП area anН Яolume аСТМС Пolloаsμ Stone sСoаs 
how the calculations made in the sale of buildings 
or parts of buildings is based not on the total square 
meters oП a buТlНТnРצs ПootprТnt, but ratСer on onlв 
the square meters of roofed space. This distinction 
is possible because of contracts of sale for Houses 
I anН F (or portТons tСereoП) аСТМС РТЯe iРures Пor 
the house (é - d ù - a) in g í n (using 1 g í n= 0.58806 
m2) which correspond to the square meters of roo-
fed space (and not the total footprint of the house) 
as found in the archaeological record.8 ˻n Тntere-
stТnР aННenНum to Stoneצs artТМle9 statesμ “εМύuТ-
re Gibson recently told me that modern-day Iraqi 
oПiМТals useН rooПeН loor spaМe, eбМluНТnР аalls 
and courts, for their assessment of compensation 
Нue to tСose аСose Сouses аere to be looНeН bв 
tСe ώamrТn Нamέ”

˻s tСe Сouses Тn area T˼ аere ТnСabТteН bв per-
sons from the temple administration, Stone suggests 
tСat tСese Сouses аere ‘munТМТpalצ Сouses Тn orТРТn, 
built by the city or temple administration, while the 
Сouses Тn T˻, ТnСabТteН prТmarТlв bв lanНoаners, 
were built by their inhabitants.10 Thus the square type 
Сouses, present botС Тn T  ˻(ώouse I) anН T˼ (ώouse 
ω anН D), аere buТlt bв botС ТnНТЯТНuals anН tСe aН-
ministration.11

The structures changed to a remarkable degree 
over time; Stone shows how, over just a few years, 
single rooms of House I were inherited, traded, and 
sold.12 For example, house I gains a room (room 144) 
as well as access to another adjacent house (House 
ώ) Тn δeЯel X  ˻(approбέ 1ἅβί ˼ω)έ InterestТnРlв, tСe 
fact that individual rooms were sold to neighbors in 
order to enlarge their houses may be one of the rea-
sons that the walls separating one house from another 
are single and not double walls, and it also leads to 
the conclusion that while houses could change and 
mutate аТtСТn tСe Мonines oП tСe bloМk oП struМtures, 

7 Stone 1981, 29.
8 Stone 1981, 20; see for example Baker (Baker 2014) on house 
sizes in a wider geographic and chronological range; Haines ar-
gues that the courtyard is the principal space of the house (Mac-
Cown, Haines 1967, 37-38), but the analysis of Stone seems to 
convincingly refute that claim.
9 Stone 1981, 33.
10 Stone 1981, 27.
11 Stone notes, however, that the square type house in TB were 
probably built following a model developed by individual build-
ers rather than the other way around (Stone 1981, 27).
12 Stone 1981.

it is only very seldom that new rooms are added by 
taking away space from the street. In another exam-
ple, House C was divided into two houses in Level I 
loor 113 (the division into two houses already on Pla-
te γ1, so loor β аСТМС laв beloа loor 1, seems pre-
mature, based on the division of rooms and the nature 
of the entrance), thus creating two separate houses 
from a single large structure. The square type houses, 
perhaps because of their larger size, tend to change in 
ПunМtТon oЯer tТme as аellμ Тn later leЯels, ώouse ω Тs 
not only divided, but one portion (C-1) may have be-
Мome a bakerв, аСТle ώouse D seems to СaЯe beМome 
a scribal school.14

2.1. Chronology and Stratigraphy of Houses C, D and I
The three examples of domestic architecture 

(ώouses ω, D anН I) аСТМС СaЯe been МСosen Пor 
tСТs stuНв аere seleМteН Пor tСree maТn reasonsμ 
completeness, chronology and size. Each of the th-
ree houses represent a completely excavated exam-
ple of domestic architecture – structures with a 
portion unexcavated could not be easily compared 
with the others. In terms of chronology all three 
houses were used at approximately the same time; 
in terms of size all are comparable, thus, in theo-
ry, excluding structures which housed other types 
of functions or belonged to much larger or smaller 
groups of people.

˻ll tСree struМtures аere Мompletelв eбМaЯateНν oП 
the three, the most poorly preserved is house C. The 
sМСematТМ НТaРrams oП all tСree Сouses РТЯen Тn iРure 
4 show the number of rooms, the linking doorways 
and the known functions for the rooms of each house 
(iРέ 4)έ SuМС sМСematТМ НТaРrams, НerТЯeН Пrom ώan-
son anН ώТllТerצs spaМe sвntaб, are oП Рreat use as a 
graphic aid to determine the presence or absence of 
certain functions within groups of structures, as well 
as making room clusters more evident and highligh-
ting access patterns.

˻reas T  ˻Τ T˼ Тn σТppur Нate Пrom approбТma-
tely 2000BC to 1720BC based on the stratigraphy 
anН tСe epТРrapСТМ inНs Тn tСe Сousesέ15 TСe loor 
plans for the three buildings come from the more 
reМent perТoНs, approбТmatelв 1ἅ4ί˼ωμ tСe plan oП 
Сouse I Тs taken Пrom δeЯel XI loor 1 oП area T˻16 
аСТle tСe loor plans Пor ω anН D Мome Пrom δeЯel II 
loor 1 oП area T˼έ17 The date of House I is, thanks to 
epТРrapСТМ inНs, tСe most aММuratelв Нateable, 1ἅ4βά
1734 BC.18 TСe plans Пor Сouses ω anН D аere taken 

13 Stone 1987, pl. 32.
14 Stone 1987, 86-90.
15 MacCown, Haines 1967, 56-65; Stone 1987, 117-121.
16 Stone 1987, pl. 19.
17 MacCown, Haines 1967, 56-58; Stone 1987, 30.
18 Stone 1987, 65-66.
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Пrom δeЯel II loor 1 sТnМe Тt Тs Сere tСat tСe loor plan 
was most complete – but the archaeological record 
has both houses present (albeit with changes to C 
аСТМС are НТПiМult to НetermТne Нue to НamaРe Нone 
by 19th century excavations)19 and in use during TB 
δeЯel I loor β, tСe leЯel Мontemporarв аТtС T  ˻δeЯel 
XI loor 1ν tСus tСe tСree Сouses аere Тn use НurТnР 
the same period.

2.2. Measuring Area and Volumes
In orНer to use ˻ utoω˻D βί1β to Мreate tСe rТРСt 

kind of volumes needed to measure cubic meters I 
went through the following steps. First a raster ima-
Рe oП tСe loor plan Тs ТmporteН Тnto ˻ utoω˻Dέ TСТs 
image has to come from a scan of the publication 
or ielН НoМumentatТon аСТМС Тs tСen saЯeН Тn JPEύ 
format. Once imported that image needs to be scaled 
and oriented; thus the scanned image needs to inclu-
de both a scale and a north arrow. Next the outlines 
of the walls have to be traced with polylines, ideally 
placed on a new layer; it is important that the polyli-
nes (˻utoω˻D βί1β МommanНμ PδIσE) tool Тs useН, 
as otСer tвpes oП lТnes oПten Мannot be maНe Тnto γD 
solids; additionally the polylines have to be closed. 
Next these polylines should be copied on to a new la-
yer, as the second set will disappear from the drawing 
during the extrusion process; in this way the original 
polylines are preserved. The second set of polygons 
sСoulН tСen be eбtruНeН (EXTRUDE) to tСe НesТreН 
wall height. Finally, using the volume measure tool 
(ε˻SSPRτPν note tСat Яolumes are РТЯen Тn Мm3 and 
may need to be converted to m3), one can determine 
the cubic meters of individual walls or the complete 
structure. In order to calculate the square meters of 
tСe entТre loor plan oП one struМture, a МloseН polвlТ-
ne must be made around the outer perimeter of the 
building, and measured using the area measure tool 
(˻RE˻ν as аТtС Яolume, area maв be РТЯen Тn Мm2 
and thus may need to be converted to m2, while a pe-
rimeter given in cm may need to be converted to m). 
The square meters of individual rooms as well as the 
total roofed area of a building can be calculated in the 
same way. In order to estimate the number of beams 
needed, the length (the longer side of the room) and 
width (the shorter side of the room) of each roofed 
room Тs neeНeНμ tСe lenРtС НetermТnes tСe number oП 
beams needed (assuming the beams are laid in order 
to use more beams that are shorter) while the width 
determines the beam length (here one needs to add at 
least the width of the walls, as the beams must com-
pletelв rest on tСe аalls)έ TСe tСree ˻utoω˻D iles 
(one per Сouse) useН Тn tСТs stuНв СaН 11 laвers eaМСμ 
(1) Raster ImaРe, (β) ˻ reas ס ωourtвarНs, (γ) ˻ reas ס 

19 Stone 1979, 291-296; 1987, 87-88.

ώouse, (4) ˻ reas ס Rooms, (η) δТnes ס ReМonstruМteН, 
(6) Lines – Room Length, (7) Lines – Shared Walls, 
(ἆ) δТnes ס Walls, (λ) Volumes ס ReМonstruМteН, (1ί) 
Volumes ס SСareН Walls, (11) Volumes ס Wallsέ I 
СaЯe РТЯen tСТs НetaТleН НesМrТptТon oП tСe аorkloа 
in order to aid others to reproduce the results and/or 
to better unНerstanН tСe Нata iles (see beloа) relateН 
to this study.

DetermТnТnР аall СeТРСt Пor tСese struМtures Тs НТП-
iМult, as tСe аalls unМoЯereН Тn tСe eбМaЯatТon аere 
less than a meter in height. I have estimated an ave-
rage of 250 cm for the wall heights. The average wall 
width is approximately 60 cm (determined both in the 
plan anН also РТЯen Тn Stoneצs Яolume on σТppur)έ20 
Stone excludes the presence of a second story21 due to 
the relatively narrow width of the walls, thus the wall 
СeТРСt releМts a stanНarН СeТРСt Пor a sТnРle storв Нo-
mestic structure. The volumes presented here exclude 
foundations, which, however, were either not present 
at all or of merely one brick depth.22

While Stone excludes a second story, it is very 
likely that the roof space was also used by the hou-
seholds. The presence of shared walls between some 
oП tСe Сouses poses an ТnterestТnР problemμ аas rooП 
space also shared between households, or were these 
shared walls raised higher than other internal walls 
in order to isolate the roof space between the various 
houses? Unfortunately we are not able to answer this 
on the basis of the available evidence, so in the mo-
del used in this study all the walls are given the same 
height.

TСe ПolloаТnР table (table 1) РТЯes speМТiМ НТ-
mensions for each room, courtyard and the overall 
structure for all three houses under consideration. In 
addition to giving the room number and the type or 
function (if known) of each room,23 the table gives 
the area of each room followed by the area of all 
the roofed space, followed by the courtyards and the 
calculations of the area of the living space (room 
areas + courtyard areas) and the complete structure 
(including walls).24 The table then gives the perime-
ter for each of the rooms and courtyards, as well as 
the perimeter of the complete structure. Finally, the 
room length (distance of the long side of the room) 

20 Stone 1987, 36.
21 Stone 1987, 36.
22 MacCown, Haines 1967, 35.
23 Stone 1987.
24 One calculation has always surprised me when considering ar-
chitecture – due to the thickness of the mudbrick walls (which 
here are not even particularly thick) the amount of usable space 
as a percentage of the total footprint is quite low – only 53%-
57% of the total area of these buildings is usable living space, 
the rest (43%-47%) is covered by the walls; this calculation can 
be reaМСeН bв НТЯТНТnР tСe ‘ώouse аήo Wallsצ area bв tСe ‘ώouse 
ТnМέ Wallsצ areaέ
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is given as well as the room width (extrapolated 
from the perimeter). The calculation of the total ro-
ofed space is of particular use when considering the 
discussion of the ancient (which also holds true for 
tСe ώamrТn Dam repaвments, see aboЯe) аaв oП Мal-
culating house dimensions in a sale contract. One 
may note that the total roofed area calculated here, 
56.9 m2, is greater than the 52.21 m2 Пrom Stoneצs 
study.25 This is due to the fact that the calculations 
maНe bв Stone аere baseН on tСe δeЯel VIII struМ-
ture (this analysis was done on the Level XI plan), 
which added several walls (179 and 201 were divi-
ded, and the entrance was shifted from the north side 
of 157 to the west side).26

Sheet1

Page 1

Measurements and Calculations of Rooms, Courtyards and Entire House

House Room Number Type / Function Area (in m2) Perimeter (in m) Length (in m) Width (avg.; in m)

House C 14 Room, Kitchen 6.82 12.34 4.68 1.49

18 5.97 10.66 3.80 1.53

19 6.99 10.71 3.25 2.11

32 6.48 11.63 4.32 1.50

104 6.43 10.82 3.73 1.68

105 9.68 12.49 3.54 2.71

109 Room, Chapel? 12.55 14.76 4.56 2.82

111 7.11 10.97 3.35 2.13

122 Room, Entrance 6.91 11.21 3.81 1.79

123 7.44 11.17 3.44 2.15

132 3.88 8.34 2.77 1.40

157 2.12 6.61 2.43 0.88

158 8.30 13.95 5.51 1.47

Total Roofed Space 90.68

30 Courty., Tombs 20.06 18.86 6.13 3.30

159 Courty., Kitchen 10.40 14.91 5.45 2.01

House w/o Walls 121.15

House inc. Walls 213.88 60.63

Total Perimeter 240.05

House D

57/69 12.29 19.03 8.05 1.47

82 Room, Storage? 2.17 5.93 1.64 1.33

110 4.98 9.07 2.67 1.87

113 Room, Entrance 6.12 10.21 3.12 1.98

136 Room, Kitchen? 7.19 10.91 3.22 2.24

138 5.13 12.22 5.10 1.00

142 5.04 9.01 2.44 2.07

Total Roofed Space 42.92

137 Courtyard 24.31 19.71 5.14 4.72

House w/o Walls 67.23

House inc. Walls 126.86 45.21

Total Perimeter 141.28

House I 152a 9.08 12.58 4.05 2.24

155 6.57 10.79 3.06 2.33

157 Room, Entrance 8.22 12.75 4.69 1.68

179 7.85 13.11 4.96 1.59

185 6.02 10.90 4.02 1.43

201 19.15 19.40 6.80 2.90

Total Roofed Space 56.90 0.00

152b Courtyard 6.06 11.12 3.93 1.63

House w/o Walls 62.96

House inc. Walls 115.69 47.03

Total Perimeter 137.69

Table 1. Measurements and calculations of living and built 
space by room, courtyard and for entire house.

The following table gives the volumes of the 
mudbrick walls, divided by the walls which serve 
only the house under study, walls which the house 
sСares аТtС neТРСborТnР Сouses anН inallв tСe reМon-
structed walls. The total volume of mudbrick walls is 
РТЯen Тn tаo Пormsμ tСe Мomplete Яolumes ТnМluНТnР 
the shared walls in their entirety, and the volumes of 
the walls but including only ½ of the shared walls.

25 Stone 1981, 21.
26 Compare Stone 1981, 21 to Stone 1987, pl. 19. 
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Calculation of Volumes (in cubic meters)

House C House D House I

House Walls 123.16 70.04 71.01

Shared Walls 71.23 71.04 40.70

Reconstructed Walls 0 0 5.12

Total 194.39 141.08 116.83

Total Assuming ½ Shared 158.77 105.56 91.36

Table 2. Calculation of volumes of mudbrick walls, given in 
cubic meters; volumes assume a wall height of 2.5 meters.

I СaЯe not ТnМluНeН ТmaРes oП tСe γD moНels Пor tСe 
speМТiМ reason tСat tСe ЯТsual renНerТnР oП tСe moНels 
Тs not tСe reason Пor tСeТr МreatТonμ tСТs Тs ratСer unusual 
Пor γD moНels, as one eбpeМts moНels to be seenέ Inste-
aН, tСТs stuНв uses a γD moНel to proНuМe tСe measu-
rements (in area and volume) given in this table (table 
2). However, in the interest of reproducibility as di-
sМusseН Тn tСe ТntroНuМtТon, tСe ω˻D iles useН Тn tСТs 
study will be available for download from my website, 
http://www.federicobuccellati.net under Publications.27

2.3.Using EnCAB to Examine Architecture
Using the volumes generated above one can now 

examine the cost of construction of the individual 
houses (table 3). First, the volumes produced above 
are Пor Мompete аalls, ТnМluНТnР mortarέ ˻ n alРorТtСm 
Пrom Enω˻˼ РТЯes tСe Пormula tСat mortar МomprТses 
about 1/6 of the total volume of a wall.28 In order to 
calculate the number of bricks, the brick size is nee-
ded; the excavators give 24-26 x 16-18 x 7-8 cm as 
the range of brick sizes for the houses in question.29 
Taking the middle of the range gives a brick size of 25 
x 17 x 7.5 cm, a volume of 3187.5 cm3 or 0.0031875 
m3έ ˼в МombТnТnР tСТs iРure аТtС tСe Яolume oП tСe 
walls (as some walls are shared, the volume which 
includes ½ of the shared walls is used in all of these 
calculations), one arrives at the total number of bricks 
per struМtureέ ˻  ПurtСer alРorТtСm РТЯes iРures Пor tСe 
amount of chaff in bricks;30 assuming the same per-
centage of chaff in the mortar, the same algorithm can 
be used to calculate the required chaff there as well.

27 To guarantee, for as long as possible, access to this data the 
website is mirrored on GitHub (http://fabfab1.github.io); ad-
ditionally, the models will be saved in as many formats as are 
aЯaТlable Тn tСe Сope tСat at least one oП tСese ile Пormats аТll be 
Тmportable Тnto Пuture ω˻D soПtаareέ
28 Buccellati 2018, alg. Robson_1999_67; I have followed this 
formula to cite the individual algorithms within the Energetic 
ωalМulator Пor ˻ nМТent ˼uТlНТnРs НТРТtal publТМatТonν Пor more on 
МТtТnР Enω˻˼, see http://encab.net/cite/cite.html.
29 MacCown, Haines 1967, 35.
30 Buccellati 2018, alg. Oates_1990_390.

http://www.federicobuccellati.net/
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Materials Needed (Based on Total Assuming ½ Shared)

House C House D House I

26.46 17.59 15.23

132.31 87.97 76.13

Total Number of Bricks 41509.37 27597.67 23884.70

Chaff for Bricks & Mortar (in kg) 5497.69 3655.16 3163.40

600.13 353.21 344.22

9.00 5.30 5.16

Chaff needed for Plaster (in kg) 935.11 550.36 536.36

104.28 49.36 65.44

Total Beams needed 103 56 61

Total Length of Roofing Beams (m) 312.77 157.31 200.88

Total Volume of Mortar (m3)

Total Volume of Bricks (m3)

Total Surface to Plaster (m2)

Total Plaster needed @ 1.5cm (m3)

Total matting needed for roof (m2)

Table 3. Calculation of quantity of materials needed for 
МonstruМtТonν iРures are baseН on tСe ‘Total ˻ssumТnР ½ 
SСareНצ Яolumes Пrom Table βέ

The excavators state that the houses were comple-
tely covered with mud plaster, 1-2 cm thick.31 In order 
to МalМulate tСe total plaster, irst one neeНs to МalМu-
late the total surface area to be plastered; this can be 
determined by using the perimeter of the rooms plus 
tСe perТmeter oП tСe МourtвarН(s) anН inallв aННТnР tСe 
perimeter of the house.32 This gives the total linear di-
stanМe oП tСe аalls to be МoЯereН, so tСe iРure sСoulН 
be multiplied by the wall height, in this case 2.5 m (see 
aboЯe)έ FТnallв, tСТs iРure representТnР tСe total sur-
face area to be covered needs to be multiplied by the 
thickness of the plaster (in this case I have used 1.5 cm 
or 0.015 m). In order to determine the amount of chaff 
needed for the plaster, one can treble the algorithm de-
termining the chaff needed for the mud plaster.33 

εoЯТnР on to tСe rooП, irst tСe area oП tСe rooms 
also gives the total surface area of the roof, which 
can be used to calculate the quantity of reed matting 
neeНeНέ TСe iРure РТЯen aННs 1ηΣ to take neМessarв 
overlap between different sections of mats as well as 
a portion overlapping the top of the walls.34 In order 
to НetermТne tСe meters oП rooinР beams neeНeН a 
calculation based on the length and width of the roo-
fed rooms is needed. First, assuming that palm trunks 

31 MacCown, Haines 1967, 36.
32 Such a calculation assumes that the plaster used inside door-
ways is equivalent to the amount needed if there was no doorway; 
this may be slightly off (doorways may require a bit less than a 
solid wall, considering a wall thickness of 60 cm) but the differ-
ence is quite minimal in relation to the total surface.
33 The calculation for the amount of chaff in mud plaster is dif-
iМult, as eбamples Яarв аТНelв Пrom reРТon to reРТon ˼uММellatТ 
2016, 118. In personal experience, plaster from archaeological 
contexts contain three times the volume of chaff when compared 
to bricks (volume being directly proportional to weight – one 
should remember that chaff used for plaster is normally double 
the length of chaff used for bricks, so the number of pieces of 
chaff in a certain volume is not an adequate measure).
34 For more on mats see ˻urenМСe 1λἅἅ, 1ηην ˼uММellatТ βί1θ, 
121-122.

were used, one needs to determine if any of the rooms 
exceed the maximum width which can be spanned by 
a palm trunk, 3.5 m.35 If this is not the case, one can 
assume tСat all rooinР beams аere maНe Пrom palm 
trunks, the most readily available wood.36 Then one 
needs to determine the length of beam needed for each 
room, calculated by adding 1.2 m (the width of the two 
walls, each 60 cm thick – needed as the beams must 
rest on the entire thickness of the wall) to the width 
of the room. One then needs to calculate the number 
of beams needed per room – beams are placed 40 cm 
apart37 so the number of beams can be calculated by 
dividing the length of the room (minus 40 cm as the 
irst span Тs СelН up bв tСe аall ТtselП) bв 4ί Мm anН 
then ignoring any portion of the number after the de-
cimal place (as any distance beyond the last beam is 
held up by the wall itself). By multiplying the number 
of beams needed per room by the beam length (room 
width + both wall widths) one can determine the linear 
meters of beam needed.

SuМС МalМulatТons Мan Сelp speМТiМ tвpes oП 
analysis, in particular calculations relating to the 
enerРetТМ Мost oП МonstruМtТon (table 4)έ ˻s аe knoа 
the number of bricks needed for a structure, one can 
determine the number of person-days (p-d) needed to 
make them,38 the time it would have taken to exca-
vate the earth required in person-hours,39 the weight 
of the bricks,40 which, if the distance transported was 
known, would allow one to calculate the p-h required 
to carry that number and weight of bricks.41 Further 
algorithms allow for an analysis of resources used 
(and thus economic studies) such as the number of 
hectares planted with barley needed to produce the 
required amount of chaff.42 Sheet1
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Further Calculations

House C House D House I

Hectares needed to produce chaff 13.40 8.76 7.71

Person-days needed to make bricks 172.96 114.99 99.52

Time to excavate earth for bricks (p-h) 254.44 169.17 146.41

Weight of bricks (kg) 198,731.28 132,127.31 114,350.97

Table 4. Further material and energetic calculations based 
on Enω˻˼ alРorТtСmsέ

35 Buccellati 2018, alg. MacCownHaines_1967_37; this distance 
is clearly not the total length of the tree, as the 3.5 m is the mea-
sure of the room to be spanned, but the beam needs to rest on 
both walls, so must (in the case of 60 cm wide walls) be at least 
4.7 m long.
36 Buccellati 2016, 121.
37 Buccellati 2018, alg. Heimpel_2009_135.
38 Buccellati 2018, alg. Minke_1994_55.
39 ˼uММellatТ βί1ἆ, alРέ ˻ bramsἱ1λλ4ἱ4ἅἱ1έ
40 Buccellati 2018, alg. Buccellati_2016_108.
41 ˼uММellatТ βί1ἆ, alРέ ˻ bramsἱ1λλ4ἱ4ἅἱγέ
42 Buccellati 2018, alg. Oates_1990_390.
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3. ConClusions

The aim of this study was to compare three very 
sТmТlar struМturesμ square tвpe Сouses Пrom tаo Яerв 
closely related excavation areas dating to the same 
chronological period. In this study several results 
have been obtained relating to the methodology for 
analyzing structures, an internal comparison within 
tСe Нata set, a baselТne Пor Пuture researМС anН a irst 
step Тn tСe use oП Enω˻˼ Тn sМСolarlв publТМatТonsέ

In terms of methodology, a set of measurements 
and calculations (distance, perimeter, area and volu-
me of the living and built space) for an architectural 
plan taken Пrom an arМСaeoloРТМal ielН publТМatТon 
has been proposed; these measurements and calcula-
tions allow for a wide range of analyses, for example 
calculating the area of roofed space which was used 
in ancient documents (as é - d ù - a) for house sales or 
examining the percentage of area occupied by walls 
in a structure. By combining these data with the algo-
rТtСms Пrom Enω˻˼, one Мan ТНentТПв speМТiМ Мosts 
(in terms of energy) for a structure such as the hours 
needed to make the required mudbricks, the number 
oП rooinР beams neeНeН or tСe quantТtв oП МСaПП useН 
Тn tСe mortarέ ˻ ll oП tСese МalМulatТons Мan be maНe on 
tСe basТs oП ‘olН Нataצ, breatСТnР neа lТПe Тnto olН Нo-
МumentatТon bв usТnР tСem аТtСТn DТРТtal ώumanТtТes 
projeМts suМС as Enω˻˼έ

These calculations of individual buildings allow 
also for a comparison between structures. The three 
houses discussed here are of the same period and 
type, and yet show a certain variability, since House 
I Тs at tСe loаer enН oП tСe ranРe, ώouse D Тs Тn tСe 
middle and House C is at the higher end. Thus this 
study provides a baseline for understanding the con-
struction materials and energetic costs for domestic 
architecture of this period – a baseline which includes 
the range of variability within this house type. This 
baselТne Нeines some ‘Мostצ parameters Пor tСe Мon-
struction of houses in this period, thereby providing 
an analysis which can be subsequently used as com-
parative material for other studies of this type in other 
regions or periods. Thus houses of a different type 
from this period could be compared to the square type 
house, or other houses from other periods could be 
sСoаn to be more or less ‘Мostlвצ tСen tСose ПounН 
in Nippur. Furthermore, by analyzing a palace from 
tСe perТoН one МoulН НetermТne tСe Рreater ‘Мostצ oП a 
public, monumental building and compare it to these 
private houses.

FТnallв, tСТs stuНв Тs tСe irst publТМatТon аСТМС 
Нraаs on tСe Enω˻˼ НТРТtal publТМatТon, Нemonstra-
ting not only a methodology for its use but also show-
ing how to incorporate a digital publication of this 
type into a scholarly publication.
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Fig. 1. Plan of House C, taken from Stone 1987, pl. 30. FТРέ βέ Plan oП ώouse D, taken Пrom Stone 1λἆἅ, plέ γίέ

Fig. 3. Plan of House I, taken from Stone 1987, pl. 19. Fig. 4. Schematic diagrams of the architecture showing rooms, 
courtyards, doorways and functions.
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